Abstract: Hash tables are widely used. They rely on good quality hash functions. Popular data 1 structure libraries either provide no hash functions or weak hash functions for sets or maps, making 2 it impossible or impractical to use them as keys in other tables. This article presents three algorithms 3 for hashing a set, two of which are simple to implement, practically fast, and can be combined.
s the set to be hashed; When a function identifier appears in a cost formula, it stands for the cost of a call to that function, 48 assumed to be independent of its arguments.
49
The languages above use variants of the following scheme: where u must be commutative and associative. That is, the domain of a (typically 0-2 m − 1 for some 52 m) and the function u form a commutative semigroup. There are two popular choices for u: bitwise 53 exclusive or (used by Python and some Smalltalk systems) and sum (used by Java).
54
These hashes have the potentially useful property that the hash value (more precisely, a 55 rather than h) can be incrementally maintained as elements are added to and removed from s.
56
Incremental addition places no extra constraints on u; incremental removal needs an inverse where
59
They also have the quality-related property that if x and y are uniformly distributed over [0, 2 n ) 60 then so are x ⊕ y and x + y.
61
As the Spartans replied to Phillip II, "if". The main problem with this approach is that the 62 distribution of element hash values is so often not uniform. If c(n) = 0, as it is in Java and some of 63 the Smalltalks, and if e(i) = i when i is a small integer, as it is in all the listed systems except GNU
64
Smalltalk and Python, we find that {1, 2} and {3} have the same hash value whether u is + or ⊕. This
That helps a great deal, but is not a complete solution, hence this paper. programmers quickly learn not to do that, and that is then taken as evidence that the status quo is fine.
73
Second, it is not just sets that are hashed badly. Consider four classes in Java:
74
• Point2D has the property that (x, y) and (−x, −y) always have the same hash code.
75
• String uses (Σ The constant 31 was chosen for speed, not for quality. A bigger constant would do better.
85
• HashMap.Node computes the same hash value for the maplets x → y and y → x for no apparent 86
reason. This means that if you represent the edges of a graph by a HashMap Node,Node , a 87 graph and its converse will have the same hash value.
88
As Valloud [1, section 5.1.14] puts it: in Java "it is expected that hash functions will be of bad has linear worst-case time.
Space: O(|s|)
Typically, the cost of w will be linear in the size of a, so the overheads are linear in |s|. It is 108 unusual for a hashing function to require this much workspace, and the constant factor of the sorting 109 algorithm is not small. So we may take this as a benchmark for quality, and look for a related but 110 efficient approach. Bucket sort works by partitioning the input into buckets and then sorting the buckets. If the 113 number of buckets is small, and they are not recursively sorted, then we get the following algorithm 
Symmetric Polynomial

119
We can generalise the Java/Smalltalk approach another way, by looking for another u.
120
The symmetric functions of two Boolean variables are 0, 1, x ∧ y, ¬x ∧ ¬y, x ∨ y, ¬x ∨ ¬y, x ⊕ y, 121 and x ≡ y. Of these, only ⊕ and its near-equivalent ≡ are plausible. To go beyond this requires 122 bit-oriented operations that mix up entire words, such as rotations.
123
Generalising + is more promising. Instead of looking at just x + y, we can look for symmetric 124 polynomials in two variables with integer coefficients satisfying u(x, u(y, z)) = u(u(x, y), z), and use 125 that for u in the Java method.
126
The simplest family that works is u(x, y) = p + q(x + y) + rxy. This is symmetric by construction,
127
and a little algebra shows that it is associative if and only if pr = q(q − 1). 5 Higher degree polynomials 128 do not work. 
Results
Quality
150
Six different set hash functions were implemented:
151
• Sum(1): the Java method where the element hashes are simply summed.
152
• Sum(4): the radix sort-inspired method where the bottom 2 bits of each element hash selects 153 an accumulator, the remaining bits are summed into that accumulator, and at the end the 154 accumulators and set size are combined.
155
• Xor(1): the Smalltalk method where the element hashes are combined using exclusive or.
156
• Xor(4): the radix sort-inspired method where the bottom 2 bits of each element hash selects an 157 accumulator, the remaining bits are xor-ed into that accumulator, and at the end the accumulators 158 and set size are combined.
159
• Sort: the element hashes are sorted and then combined as if they were the element hashes of a 160 sequence.
161
• Fold: the symmetric polynomial method with (p, q, r) = (3860031, 2779, 2). Apart from pr = 162 q(q − 1), p odd, q odd, r even, and gcd(p, r)=1, there was nothing special about them. Perhaps 163 there are additional criteria that could be used to select better parameters. Several different 164 parameter sets were tried, all giving similar results.
165
The evaluation method follows Valloud [ average size of a group of items with the same hash value, averaged over all the items. This is usually 171 greater than the collision rate, because a group of n items is included n times, one for each item. χ 2 is 172 the usual chi-squared measure for a uniform distribution: if it is small, the items are well spread out; if
173
it is large, they are not. well the hash function would do for finite tables.
178
Xor (1) is amazingly bad, and Sum(1) little better, despite the element hash values being unique.
179
Sum(4) and even Xor(4) are much better. 
180
Discussion
201
Hash functions for sets based on exclusive or and modular addition are demonstrably weak. It is 202 possible to do substantially better with very little coding effort and low overhead.
203
In the partitioning technique, the partition count B is a tradeoff between quality and time. B = 8 204 may be a good compromise.
205
The only guidelines for choosing the coefficients p, q, r as yet are to choose odd q and even r, and
206
to prefer larger values to get better "mixing" of the hash values. A systematic way to choose these 207 coefficients would be useful.
208
Commutative semigroups are abundant. There is no reason to believe that the symmetric 209 polynomial used here is optimal. Much exploration remains to be done. 
